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Abstract

A design pattern describes a generic solution for prob-
lems that occur repeatedly. Current descriptions of de-
sign patterns describe solutions with graphical notation and
complementing text. To encourage the use of design pat-
terns, the development of pattern supporting tools is imper-
ative. This requires design patterns to be specified precisely.
There has been considerable work done on pattern speci-
fications. They suffer from either complication or lack of
formality and features. In this paper, we describe a meta-
modeling technique to specify design patterns that is formal
and easy to understand and use. The technique uses the
Role-Based Metamodeling Language (RBML) based on the
UML. The RBML is able to capture various design perspec-
tives of patterns such as static structure, interactions, and
state-based behavior. We give an overview of the RBML and
demonstrate the technique using the Iterator design pattern.
We show how pattern specifications can be used for check-
ing pattern conformance using the model of a television re-
mote control application.

1 Introduction

Design patterns [7, 15] describe a generic solution for
problems that occur repeatedly. Solutions are mostly de-
scribed using a combination of diagrams and textual de-
scriptions. The informal nature of these descriptions leads
to complications in applying design patterns effectively into
a design model. To encourage the use of design patterns we
are investigating rigorous pattern specification techniques
that pave the way for the development of tools that support
practical and rigorous applications of design patterns. Tools
in which codified forms of patterns are embedded can be
used to verify the presence of patterns in a model, to incor-
porate a pattern into a model, or to generate models [3].

Formal approaches for specifying design patterns have
been proposed [2, 11, 14]. A major drawback of the ap-

proaches is that they require mathematics and formal logic
background which has discouraged pattern authors from
adopting them. Other works [3, 13, 1, 8] suffer from lack of
formality or feature; they focus mostly on structural aspects
of patterns, and pay little attention to behavioral aspects.

We describe a metamodeling approach that uses a pat-
tern specification language called Role-Based Metamodel-
ing Language (RBML). The RBML allows pattern authors
to specify various perspectives of design patterns such as
static structure, interactions, and state-based behavior. The
RBML uses visual notations based on the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) [?] and textual constraints expressed in
Object Constraint Language (OCL) [16] to specify pattern
properties.

The UML infrastructure is defined as a four-layer meta-
model architecture: Level M3 defines a language for spec-
ifying metamodels, level M2 defines the UML metamodel,
level M1 consists of UML models specified by the M2
metamodel, and level M0 consists of object configurations
specified by the models at level M1. The pattern specifi-
cations in this paper specify families of models at the M1
level by constraining the metamodel defined at the M2 level.
Adding constraints to the UML metamodel results in a spe-
cialized metamodel that specifies a subset of valid UML
models. A specification of a pattern’s solution space can
be obtained by constraining the UML metamodel to create
a specialized UML metamodel that specifies the solution
space of the pattern.

We give an overview of the RBML in Section 2 and de-
scribe how it can be used to specify design patterns using
the Iterator design pattern with an SPS and an SMPS in
Section 3. IPSs are not used in the specification of the It-
erator pattern since there is no interactions involved among
the pattern participants that need to be captured in IPSs. We
illustrate the use of the SPS and the SMPS to check pattern
conformance of a model for a television remote application
in Section 4. We describe a related work in Section 5, and
conclude in Section 6.
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2 Overview of the RBML

The RBML is a pattern specification language for char-
acterizing families of UML models. In this paper, a Pattern
Specification (PS) defines a family of UML models in terms
of roles [10] , where a role is associated with a UML meta-
class as its base. A role specifies properties that model ele-
ments that play (conform to) the role must possess, that is,
the properties determine a subset of the instances of its base.
For example, a role with the base Association metaclass de-
fines properties that determine a subset of UML associa-
tions (instances of Association) satisfying the properties. A
conforming model of a PS is a model (e.g., a class diagram,
a sequence diagram) that consists of model elements that
play the roles defined in the PS. A conforming model may
also have application-specific model elements if they do not
violate the constraints defined in the PS.

2.1 Static Pattern Specifications (SPSs)

An SPS defines constraints on the UML metamodel to
restrict down to the solution space of a pattern regarding
structural aspects. Conforming models of an SPS are UML
class diagrams. An SPS consists of classifier and relation-
ship roles whose bases are Classifier and Relationship meta-
classes in the UML metamodel. A classifier role is con-
nected to other classifier roles by relationship roles. An
SPS role is associated with metamodel-level constraints and
constraint templates expressed in OCL. Metamodel-level
constraints are well-formedness rules that further restrict
the UML metamodel (see examples in Section 3.1). Con-
straint templates specify model-level constraints (e.g., pre-
and post-conditions) that are produced by substituting role
names in templates to conforming model elements in the
conforming model (see examples in Section 3.1).

Fig. 1 shows an SPS and a conforming class diagram 1.
The SPS in Fig. 1(a) has two classifier roles Subject and
Observer and an association role Observes in between. We
use the symbol “|” to indicate our roles. Text labels (e.g.,
Class Role) may be used with roles to denote their bases
in the UML metamodel when the base is not obvious. The
Subject role has SubjectState role whose a base is the Struc-
turalFeature metaclass and Attach role whose a base is the
BehavioralFeature metaclass. The Attach role has o param-
eter role that is played by parameters whose a type is a class
that plays the Observer role. Properties of Observer role are
interpreted similarly.

Dashed arrows show a mapping between roles in the SPS
and model elements in the conforming model. For example,
both the AttachTempObs and the AttachPressObs operations
play the Attach role. Stereotype symbols may be used in

1Metamodel-level constraints and constraint templates are not shown
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Figure 1. An SPS and a Conforming Class Di-
agram

conforming models to denote the roles that the model ele-
ments play (see examples in Section 4). The multiplicity
constraint (1..*) following the role name indicates that one
or more operations can play the role. The two association
ends on Kiln class conform to Sub role whose base is Asso-
ciationEnd metaclass. The multiplicities (1..1) on the asso-
ciation ends are defined in metamodel-level constraints (not
shown) of the Sub role.

2.2 Interaction Pattern Specifications (IPSs)

IPSs are used to constrain interactions between pat-
tern participants. An IPS consists of an interaction role
that defines a specialization of the UML metamodel class
Interaction. An interaction role is a structure of lifeline
and message roles whose bases are Lifeline and Message
metaclasses in the UML metamodel. Each lifeline role is
associated with a classifier role in SPSs: a participant that
plays a lifeline role is an instance of a classifier that con-
forms to the classifier role. A message role is associated
with a behavioral feature role in SPSs: a conforming mes-
sage specifies a call to an operation that plays the behavioral
feature role.

Fig. 2 shows an IPS and a conforming sequence diagram.
The IPS in Fig. 2(a) describes that invocation of a subject’s
Notify operation (i.e., an operation that plays the Notify

feature role) results in calls to the Update operation in each
observer linked to the subject. Each Update operation calls
the GetState operation in the subject. The lifeline role
|s : |Subject is associated with the classifier role Subject,
and the message role Update is associated with the feature
role Update in the SPS in Fig. 1(a). The metamodel-level
constraint on the Update role that messages playing the
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|s:|Subject

(a) An IPS of Variant Observer Pattern (b) A Conforming Sequence Diagram

|o[i]:|Observer

|Update (|s)

|st := |GetState() st := GetKilnTemp()

LogUpdateRecd (s)

s:Kiln

UpdateTemp (s)

m:Monitor

t[i]:TempObs

loop<i=1..NumOfObservers>

NotifyObs()

loop<i=1..NumOfObservers>

|NotifyInteraction 1..*

|Notify()

KilnInteractionsd

Figure 2. An IPS and a Conforming Sequence Diagram

Update role must be asynchronous calls is defined as
follows (a similiar constraint is defined on the GetState):

context |Update inv: self.messageSort = asynchcall

A sequence diagram conforms to an IPS if the con-
forming interactions respect the relative order specified
in the IPS. A conforming sequence diagram of the
NotifyInteraction IPS is shown in Fig. 1(b). The se-
quence diagram has the interaction pattern specified in
the IPS: the relative order of the conforming message,
NotifyObs, UpdateTemp, and GetKilnTemp is the
same as the relative order specified in the IPS. The applica-
tion specific lifeline m receiving LogUpdateRecd message
is added during realization.

2.3 StateMachine Pattern Specifications (SMPSs)

SMPSs are used to specify state-based behavior of pat-
terns. An SMPS consists of state, transition, and trigger
roles whose bases are State, Transition, and Trigger meta-
classes, respectively. An SMPS role may be associated with
metamodel-level constraints (see examples in Section 3.2).

Fig. 7 shows an SMPS for turnstyle systems and a con-
forming model of subway turnstyle system 2. The SMPS in
Fig. 7(a) describes the following:

• When an object of a conforming classifier of Turnstyle
role is created the state of the object moves from an
initial state to a state of Closed.

• When the object in a state of Closed receives a call
trigger of Pay, the state of the object changes to a state
of Open.

• The object in Open state moves back to a Closed state
when a Pass event is triggered.

2Metamodel-level constraints are not shown

• The multiplicities on Pay and Pass trigger roles and T2
and T3 transition roles constrain that there should be at
least one or more model elements that play the roles.

A conforming model in Fig. 7(b) shows that Locked
plays the Closed role, Unlocked plays the Open role, and
both Coin and Card triggers play the Pay trigger role indi-
cated. Alarm, PassBar, and Reset are application-specific
properties.

3 Specification of Iterator Design Pattern

The Iterator design pattern [7] provides sequential ac-
cess to the elements of an aggregate object independent of
its underlying implementation details. In this section, we
present an SPS and an SMPS of this pattern.

3.1 Iterator SPS

Fig. 5 shows an SPS of the Iterator pattern based on our
interpretation of the descriptions in [7]. It is not intended to
reflect a complete characterization for the pattern. The SPS
specifies the following properties:

• Aggregate hierarchy consists of Aggregate, Abstrac-
tAggregate, and ConcreteAggregate classifier roles
and AggregateRealization and AggregateGeneraliza-
tion relationship roles. The relationship roles desig-
nate that there may be a generalization or a realization
relationship between the conforming elements of Ab-
stractAggregate and ConcreteAggregate.

Fig. 6 shows conforming class diagrams of the Aggre-
gate hierarchy. In Fig. 6(a) the realization relation-
ship between InterfaceA and its realizing classes plays
AggregateRealization role, and the generalization be-
tween ClassB and ClassC plays AggregateGeneraliza-
tion role. Similarly, in Fig. 6(b) the generalization be-
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Figure 4. An SMPS and a Conforming Statechart Diagram
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1
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*
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Class Role

Classifier Role
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1..*
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Class Role

Hierarchy

{realizable = false}

Figure 5. Iterator SPS

tween ClassD and its subtypes conforms to Aggregate-
Generalization role.

Aggregate is an abstract role (i.e., {realizable = false})
where its properties (e.g., CreateIterator) are inherited
by AbstractAggregate and ConcreteAggregate. The
CreateIterator behavior creates an object of type Iter-

ator and returns the object. The multiplicity following
the CreateIterator role constrains that there should ex-
actly one attribute that plays the role. The following
are the metamodel-level constraints defined for the Ag-
gregate hierarchy (similar constraints are defined for
the Iterator hierarchy role):
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<<ConcreteAggregate>>
ClassC

ClassB
<<ConcreteAggregate>>

ClassE
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<<AggregateGeneralization>>
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<<AbstractAggregate>>
<<interface>>

InterfaceA
<<AbstractAggregate>>

ClassD

Figure 6. Conforming Class Diagrams of Ag-
gregate Hierarchy

1. Conforming AbstractAggregate classifiers must
either be interfaces or abstract classes:

context |AbstractAggregate inv:
(self.oclIsTypeOf(Interface) or
(self.oclIsTypeOf(Class) and
self.isAbstract = true)) and
self.Property.AggregationKind = shared

2. Conforming ConcreteAggregate classifiers must
be concrete classes:

context |ConcreteAggregate inv:
self.isAbstract = false

• Iterator hierarchy consists of Iterator, Abstrac-
tIterator, and ConcreteIterator classifier roles and
IteratorRealization and IteratorGeneralization rela-
tionship roles. AbstractIterator has Index structural
feature role and behavior feature roles of First, Next,
IsDone, and CurrentItem. A constraint template of the
Next role is given below:

context |AbstractIterator :: |Next()
pre: |Index ≥ 1 and

|Index < self.|Aggregate.|Item
→ asSequence() → size()
post: |Index = |Index@pre + 1

• Relationship roles: AggrItem association role between
Aggregate and Item represents that objects of a classi-
fier playing Aggregate role are aggregations of objects
of a class playing Item role. AggrIterCreateDep de-
pendency role describes that ConcreteAggregate is re-
sponsible for creating objects of a class playing Con-

creteIterator. The association role AggrIter is used for
iterators to keep track of the current item in aggregates.

3.2 Iterator SMPS

Fig. 7 presents an SMPS for the Iterator role in the Iter-
ator pattern. The SMPS depicts the following behavior:

CallTrigger Role|T2 1..*

1..1 1..1

|T1 1..1

|T3 1..*

|T4 1..*

|T6 1..*

|T5 1..*

|End 1..*

|First 1..*

|Next 1..*

|InitialState 1..1

|FinalState 1..1

CallTrigger Role

CallTrigger Role

|IteratorStateMachine

  |First 1..*
|Initiating |Forwarding

CallTrigger Role

CallTrigger Role

  |Next 1..*

Figure 7. An SMPS of Iterator Role in Fig. 5

• Initiating: When an object of a class playing Iterator
role is created, the object moves its state from an ini-
tial state to a state that plays Initiating role through a
transition of T1. In this state, the object has two possi-
ble transitions: 1) the object may stay its current state
when a call trigger of First is received; or 2) the object
may move to a state of Forwarding when a call trigger
of Next is received.

• Forwarding: An object in this state has three possible
transitions: 1) the object may move back to a state of
Initiating when a call trigger of First is received; 2) the
object may stay at the current state if a call trigger of
Next is received; or 3) the object terminates its lifetime
at a state of FinalState when a call trigger of End oc-
curs.

Corresponding metamodel-level constraints are specified
in Fig. 8. They address the following:

• Conforming state machines of IteratorStateMachine
and transitions playing T1 may be extended (isFinal
= false). Constraints for the other transition roles are
the same as for T1.

• States playing Initiating and Forwarding must be sim-
ple states (isSimple = true) and may be extended.

• Trigger playing First, Next, and End roles must be call
triggers that are caused by the receipts of First, Next,
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and isDone operation calls in Fig. 5. The relationship
how SMPSs are linked to SPSs can only be shown at
meta level.

• States playing InitialState must be Initial states.

|IteratorStateMachine
StateMachine Role Transition Role

{self.isFinal = false} {self.isFinal = false}

|Forwarding|Initiating
State Role State Role

{self.isSimple = true and
self.isFinal = false}

{self.isSimple = true and
self.isFinal = false}

|Next|First
CallTrigger Role CallTrigger Role

{self.operation.oclIsKindOf(|First)} {self.operation.oclIsKindOf(|Next)}

|T1

|End |InitialState
CallTrigger Role PseudoState Role

{self.operation.oclIsKindOf(|IsDone)} {self.kind = #initial}

Figure 8. Metamodel-level Constraints

SMPSs can be viewed as determining a constrained form
of the UML metamodel. Fig. 9 describes the relation-
ship between SMPSs and the UML metamodel. The fig-
ure shows that the MyStateMachine role whose conforming
state machine is MyGeneralStateMachine, defines a subset
of instances of UML StateMachine metamodel class whose
instances are GeneralStateMachine, MyGeneralStateMa-
chine, and MySpecialStateMachine, while keeping the spe-
cialization relationship between MyGeneralStateMachine
and MySpecialStateMachine.

A state machine can be specialized by 1) adding regions,
states, and transitions, 2) extending regions and states, or
3) redefining (replacing) transitions [?]. An extension of a
region and a state occurs when new states and/or transitions
are added (e.g., a simple state becomes a composite state).
A redefinition of a transition occurs when the target state of
the transition is changed.

Note that for the specialization cases, the MySpecial-
StateMachine may or may not conform to MyStateMachine
role. For example, if MySpecialStateMachine has a transi-
tion that is redefined to have a different target than in My-
GeneralStateMachine, then MySpecialStateMachine does
not conform to MyStateMachine SMPS. Therefore, given
a statemachine that conforms to an SMPS, it is possible to
have non-conforming specializations of the state machine
to the SMPS.

In order for MySpecialStateMachine to be a conforming
state machine of MyStateMachine SMPS, the isFinal con-
straint must be set to true for all roles in the SMPS whose
conforming model elements are generalizable (e.g., states,
transitions, events). This constraint disallows the cases of
specialization described above. In spite of this restriction,

GeneralStateMachine
MyGeneralStateMachine

MySpecialStateMachine

StateMachine
|MyStateMachine

StateMachine Role

a subset of
defines 

instance of

conforms toinstance of

conform
may or may not

<<MyStateMachine>>
instance of

M2

M1

Figure 9. SMPS and UML metamodel

state machines can still be extended in a limited, but con-
forming way (e.g., by adding new transitions) if isFinal is
set to false for the StateMachine role itself.

4 Conforming Models of Iterator Pattern
Specfication

In this section, we show conforming models of the SPS
and the SMPS described in Section 3 using a television re-
mote control application that allows viewers to easily surf
channels through features like channel next and previous.
Establishing that an application model conforms to Pattern
Specifications requires identifying model constructs that
play the roles in the Pattern Specifications.

Fig. 10 shows a class diagram that conforms to the Iter-
ator SPS in Fig. 5. Stereotypes with model elements rep-
resent the roles that the model elements play. For example,
CreateChanIter operation in ChannelList and ConcChan-
nelList plays the CreateIterator role in Fig. 5. lastChannel,
previousChannel, and hasPrevious are application-specific
operations. lastChannel operation returns the last channel
in the list, previousChannel returns the previous channel of
the current channel, and hasPrevious checks if the current
channel is the first channel in the list.

Built by substituting role names in the constraint
templates in Section 3.1 to conforming model elements,
pre- and post-conditions for nextChannel operation is given
below:

context ChannelIterator :: nextChannel()
pre: idx ≥ 1 and

idx < self.ChannelList.Channel →
asSequence() → size()

post: idx = idx@pre + 1

Fig. 11 shows a statechart diagram that conforms to the
Iterator SMPS in Fig. 7. Model elements that play the roles
in Fig. 7 are stereotyped.

Fig. 12 shows a case in which a specialization of the tele-
vision remote state machine does not conform to the Iterator
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<<IteratorRealization>>

ConcChannelIterator

ChannelList

ConcChannelList
<<ConcreteIterator>>

<<AggrIterCreateDep>>

iterates
<<AggrIter>><<b1>> CreateChanIter():ChannelIterator

<<Item>>

<<AbstractIterator>>

<<ConcreteAggregate>>

hasPrevious(): Boolean
previousChannel()
lastChannel()

<<b1>> firstChannel()
<<b2>> nextChannel()
<<b3>> hasNext():Boolean
<<b4>> currentChannel(): Channel

ChannelIterator
<<Interface>>

<<s1>> idx: Integer

consists of
<<AggrItem>>

<<b1>> CreateChanIter():ChannelIterator

<<AbstractAggregate>>

iterates
<<AggrIter>>

Channel

Figure 10. A Realization of Iterator SRM in Fig. 5

[hasPrevious() = False]

firstChannel() / currentChannel()

previousChannel()
[hasNext() = False]

ChannelDown

previousChannel()

lastChannel()

lastChannel()

<<End>>

<<First>> firstChannel()

<<T2>>

<<Initiating>>

<<T1>>

<<InitialState>>

<<Next>> nextChannel()

<<T3>>

<<First>> firstChannel()

<<T4>>

<<T6>>

<<T5>>

<<Next>> nextChannel()

<<Forwarding>>

<<FinalState>>

nextChannel()

ChannelUp

ChannelIterator
IteratorState

FirstChannel

Figure 11. A Television Remote Realization of
the Iterator SMPS in Fig. 7

SMPS. The simple state FirstChannel that plays the Initiat-
ing role in Fig. 7 is extended to a composite state to save
the current index before resetting the iterator. This violates
the constraint (isSimple = true) defined in Initiating role in
Fig. 8, and thus the specialization does not conform to the
SMPS. In order to disallow such cases, the constraint de-
scribed in Section 3.2 must hold.

5 Related Work

Mapelsden et al. [13] propose the DPML, a visual mod-
eling language, that provides a set of constructs (e.g., inter-
face, method) to specify design pattern solutions. A pattern
specification is instantiated to produce pattern instances that
are part of UML object model. The participants in an in-

ChannelUP

FirstChannel

lastChannel()

previousChannel()

[hasPrevious()=False]

nextChannel()

[hasNext()=False]

firstChannel() / currentChannel()

previousChannel()

ChannelDown

SetToFirst

GetCurrent

[Done]

{extended} <<T5>>

<<FinalState>>

<<T6>>

<<Next>> nextChannel()

<<Forwarding>>

<<T4>>

<<First>> firstChannel()

<<T3>>

<<Next>> nextChannel()

<<InitialState>>

<<T1>>

<<Initiating>>

<<T2>>

<<First>> firstChannel()

<<End>>

lastChannel()

IteratorState
ChannelIterator {extended}

Figure 12. A Specialization of the Television
Remote StateMachine in Fig. 7

stance are linked to objects in the object model while main-
taining a binding to the UML model elements. Their ap-
proach requires both UML object model and UML class
diagram to check pattern conformance of class diagrams.
This can be simplified by checking conformance directly
from class diagrams to the pattern specification. Linking el-
ements of pattern instance to UML model elements is very
coarse-grained (just done by type matching). No mecha-
nisms are described as to how to specify constraints (e.g.,
pre- and post-conditions) on operations in pattern partici-
pants, nor are behavioral aspects of patterns addressed.

Fontoura et at. [4] describe the UML-F, a UML pro-
file for adaptation of a framework for core and architec-
ture reuse. The UML-F comprises four layers of tags; tags
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for patterns, tags for construction principles, basic model-
ing tags, and presentation tags. Their work is rooted from
the perspective of extensibility and implementation reuse.
Therefore, patterns are described as framework with de-
fault implementation and variation points to be extended. In
our approach, we focus on model reuse by defining pattern
propoerties at metamodel level.

Several UML-based metamodeling approaches have
been proposed [8, 1, 12]. Guennec et al. [8] use
meta-collaborations to specify design patterns. Meta-
collaborations whose collaboration roles are played by
UML model elements utilize a family of recurring proper-
ties. Their work, however, does not describe how pattern
properties (other than hierarchical structures of classifiers)
are specified, nor is there a clear notion of what it means for
a model to satisfy a role model.

Albin-Amiot and Gueheneuc [1] propose a metamodel to
describe structural and behavioral aspects of design patterns
for automatic code generation and design pattern detection.
To instantiate a pattern, the metamodel is specialized to add
needed structural and behavioral constituents. The special-
ized metamodel is then instantiated to produce an abstract
model which is instantiated into a concrete model or pa-
rameterized to match a concrete model. We found their
metamodel complicated and even gets worse when all meta
classes are presented. They do not describe how to repre-
sent behavioral aspects of design patterns at model level.

Lauder and Kent [12] use graphical constraint diagrams
to present patterns precisely and visually. In their work, pat-
tern realization is viewed as a refinement process in which
a high-level pattern description is refined to a model real-
ization. Establishing that a model conforms to a pattern (as
expressed by a role-model) involves establishing refinement
relationships across the model levels. Providing non-trivial
automated support for such conformance checking requires
support for proof generation/checking. Furthermore, the au-
thors use a graphical form of constraints that is appealing
but we found the notation difficult to understand.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has described the RBML, a pattern specifi-
cation language, that can be used by tool developers who
need precise descriptions of design patterns. The language
has been used to specify many design patterns in the book
by Gamma et al.. To date we have developed full pattern
specifications [6, 5] for: Abstract Factory, Bridge, Decora-
tor, Singleton, Observer, Visitor, and Composite, in addi-
tion to the Iterator pattern presented in this paper. We also
used the language to specify a domain pattern for checkin-
checkout systems [9]. This pattern specifies a family of
checkin-checkout systems (e.g., car rental and library sys-
tems).

The RBML is developed with the intend to be compli-
ant with existing UML drawing tools (e.g., Rational Rose,
Microsoft Visio). The notational variants (e.g., realization
multiplicities) in the RBML, however, may require an ex-
tension of the tools.

The popularity of the UML and the heightened in-
terest in model-driven approaches to software develop-
ment (e.g., see the OMG’s Model-Driven Architecture;
http://www.omg.org/mda), has raised interest in tools that
support model transformations. The pattern specification
technique described in this paper can also be used to sup-
port the OMG’s initiatives that focus on providing tool sup-
port for pattern-based model refactoring. Our current work
is concerned with developing practical and rigorous pattern-
based model-refactoring techniques.
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